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LCP WRESTLING IS BACK!
Wrestlers get an early start to what promises to be an exciting season

The temperature has changed from 
hot to only sort of hot and that can 
mean only one thing.  Counting down 
the days until Dale Harrison says,”I left 
Canada because of crappy weather like 
this, why is it in Texas now?!”  Oh, 
speaking of which, if you haven’t 
selected a date in the When is Dale 
Going to Have His Winter Melt Down - 
Pool please try to do so by Friday.   
Brent is keeping track of everyone’s 
picks and says there are still some 
good slots left.

So besides Dale, the cooler air 
means that wrestling season is back!

With a steady coaching core and 
some key additions, this promises to be  
an exciting year. 

The club will continue with Monday 
and Thursday practices with Tuesday 
being by invitation only.  All practices 
begin at 6PM until High School season 
starts when the start will be moved to a 
later time.

If you would like your wrestler to 
attend the Tuesday practice, please talk 
to coach Dale about the requirements.

Our 
newsletter is 
loaded with 

sarcasm, please 
have fun with 

it.
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Leggett covers for a pin
During the off-season Coach Darren 
decided he had taken the,”Creepy 
Van Driving Guy” look as far as he 
could and got a haircut.  Selling 
out to the man.
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WRESTLERS USE SUMMER TUNEUP AS EXCUSE 
TO GO TO SCHLITTERBAHN

Several LCP wrestlers took some time this Summer to 
keep their skills sharp at the New Braunfels 
Scrimmage.  Five dollars gets you some matches and 
two plus hours of, “Can we go Schlitterbahn when we 
this is done?”   

Snap in the half baby!! 
Giddens uses Greer to show Jordan 
Lynch how to land a half-
nelson,...repeatedly.  All parties 
agreed Giddens was having far too 
much fun.

A Baby White Buffalo Sighting!! 
Former LCP Wrestler, Chris Giddens 
seizes on the opportunity to beat 
up on a Gerraci.  

Wait for it... 
“Jordan, you’re doing the half all 
wrong.  Let me show you how to do 
the half the right way.  Greer can 
you help for a sec?”

“No way he did his left shoe first!”
Bored wrestlers in New Braunfels wait anxiously for Thomas 
Tolbert to put on his shoes.  

Post scrimmage lunch.
The kids are unamused,“I don’t see a water-slide!”
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Dale points at kids for John to attack in his 
blind fury. 


